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INTRODUCTION

During the preparation of the chapters on methodology for the

final report of the Children's Integration project, it became in-

creasingly evident that there were two research instruments that

had wide applicability to the entire field of social work practice,

These were the Self -Image Evaluation and the Comprehensive Family

Rating.

It was decided to present the two instruments in monographs,

the first one being a discussion of the Self-Image Evaluation. Al-

though interpretations and conclusions can be drawn from each of

them independently, a fuller appreciation of e person in his en-

vironment can be had by the interrelation of the two,

As the Comprehensive Family Raring evolved out of the Chil-

drelts integration Project, and as e Self -Image Evaluation was

further tested by this pl,oject, a brief summary of the Final Re-

port will be included here to give the most recent working setting

for these instruments,

The Children's Integration Projecfl, co-sponsored by the

National Institute for Mental Health, was a study of orthopedi-

cally handicapped children and their families iho participated in

a two-yoar demonstration, The objective was to evaluate the effect

on the mental health of children placed in organized group activi-

ties in community centers and settlements. "Mental health" was

defined as the child's sooiel functioning in the home, in school,

and as reflected in his self-image. (It was assumed that if the

center experience could te refloated in improvement in the child's

self-image, this would be a most important :adication of improve-

ment in mental health.)



The two major hypotheses of the study were that 1) the mental

health, as defined above, of orthopedically handicapped children,

is improved through association with their non-handicapped peers;

and 2) that the satisfactory integration of handicapped children

into the New York City neighborhood centers can be accomplished

without the employment of special and/or additior_al center staff,

or without the need for special training of staff or specific

equipment.

Following the casefinding and screening, 230 children aged

6 to 12, referred to the study from hospitals and school health

classes, net the study(s criteria: 1) that the disability be

visible by the childis non-handicapped peers; and 2) that the:

disability not b& so severe as to preclude perticipation in some

group activity.

The project officially began Ap.nil 1, 1965. The dew.ln-

stration in the center programs tonk place during the two years

(October to May) of 1965-66 and 1966-67. At the beginning of

the demonstration phase, L comiunity centers in Meihattan,

Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens were prepared to accepL the 170

children in the experimental group, aged 6 to 12 ynars. Thero

pore 60 children who were not asagned to a center program, who

made up a control group,

The basic data from children and their families wore

collected ty Mans of depth interviews at 3 points in the demon-

stration: Wftra the center programs began, at the end of the

first year, and at the end of the aeoond year. An important

part of the interview schedule used with the child was a aeries

of self-image questions and sentence completions which was re-
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peated in the interviews at the end of the first and second years

of the demonstration and taped to assess direction of change,

positive or negative, in the child's self-in ge. Similarly, the

parent interview schedule included a series of questions distri-

buted throughout. The latter was designed to elicit direction of

change in parents' attitudinal and behavioral responses vis a vis

the handicapped child that included comparison with the handling

of the non-handicapped siblings from the first baseline interview.

The responses to these questions were conceptualized into the in-

strument, the Comprehensivo Family Rating, which is discussed

in the second monograph,

A comparable precedure was used to obtain direction or change

from a baseline evaluation by the ohildts teacher at the beginning

of the project and st the end of the first and second year of the

demonstration, This evolvstion was di7ided into three components:

Aoademio Functioning, Social Funotionirg (relat5onship to peers)

and Relationship to Teacher.

The group leaders at the oommuntty centers described the

extent and quality of tho child's participation; and all of Lim

children, including the study child, listed the members of the

group in order of preference.

A Change Scale was devised to show:

1. Change in the ohildis behavior in the home as evaluated
by the mother;

2. Change in the child's functioning in school as evaluated
by the teacher;

3. Measurement of orange in the child's self-3veluations

On this scale, change in a positive direction was shown by 29.6

percent more children in this group (who had the oenter experience)

-3
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than in the control group, Further, the control children did less

well academically and in relationship to their teachers. These

provided evidence that the Experimental Children benefitted from

association with non-handicapped children and from contact with

the young group leaders at the center.

The following discussion shows how the Self-Imase Evaluation

evokes sensitivo communication with children regarding personal,

self-evaluative data. It is the writer's belief that the "re-

spondents" in research studies have too often not been given the

status of true participants. In an elusive search for objectivity

that seems to be prodicated on the superioritj of check lLsts

and pre-coded answers at the expense of open-ended que,ions

that require skilled interaction ,n the part of the interviewer,

confidence in the ability of the respondent to give reliable

data has not been sufficiently developed. Without observation,

listening, and communicating to the "subjecea sense of the im-

rortaree of the material ho can give, reliable data cannot be

obtained and objective assessment of the meaning of the re-

sponse:, is thereby minimized,

In a world increasingly depersonalized, mechanized, and more

recently, computeriaed as well, sensitive communication assumes

an ivportance not always clearly understood - even in a pro-

fession such as social work that uses communication as a highly

skilled technique. This is apparent in a number of ways. Especi-

ally relevant is the lack of awareness of the stereotypes that

persist - stereotypes that blook effective communication on any

level, and certainly on a sensitive level. These may be vestiges

-It
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of prejudicial and discriminatory attitudes toward low-income

and minority groups; or the utilization in social work of

theories incapable of validation; or uncritical acceptance and

integration into practice of theories as if proved. All these

are so interrelated as to be inseparable, for stereotypes are

perpetuated by unscientific theories.

Especially relevant to a discussion of meaningful communi-

cation based on the concept that human beings -- young childen

as well as adults -- are capable of self-evaluation, are the

following stereotypes:

e pars stance of the belief that our clients
and patients arc not capable of explaining their
real problem,*

- In research:
--Weffresiim prevails regarding interviewees, ability

to provide significant gni. reliable data relevant
to the research problem* unless the researcher pro-
vides a structure that limits the responses,

In practice, the client or patient is not considered capable

of explaining his real problem both because of projudicini atti-'

tudes and uncritical Qcceptanae of the pyschoanalytic theory of

the unconscious which has long been recognized outside of social

work as incapable of validation through accepted scientific

methods. 2 In research, the skepticism is often most prevalent

if the respondents are of low-income and rinority group status.

This has resulted in a tendency to over-emphasiv.precoded ques-

tions that feoilitata analysis of the data at the expense of

open-ended questions that might contribute new understanding of

111
*It is assumed that the clients, patienta or interviewees are in
touch with reality,
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the problem, In addition, interviewees are referred to and

thought of as "oubjects" of research.

In the Children's Integration Study, described briefly in

the Introduction, meaningful communication was possible with

adults ani young children from middle and low-income families

of different rnligious beliefs, ethnic origin, and color. The

children were aged 6-12, a few of whom had not yet reached ,Thqir

sixth birthday when first interviewed prior to the beginning of

the demonstration, but were in kindergartonp. In the writer's

research, so-called subjects are considered participants in the

study. In this role, they are given an explanation of the purpose

of the research as well as some understanding of what will bo re-

quired of them, e.g., the importance of explaining to parents

whz we wished to interview their handicapped child alone so that

the latforts participation in the study would be genuinely his

own,3

It was social work's failure to utilize fully the interview-

skilla unique to this profession that provided much of the

stimulus for conceptualizing instruments to faoiiitate the most

meaningful' Communication possible. The objeotive of this mono-

graph is to show tha wealth of significant data that can be

collected through trained interviewers and aetively participating

respondents; end to highlight the role of this instrument to

enhance the use of this material in Boole' work practice in a

variety of settings,

I. SELF-IMAGE EVALUATION

The theoretioal research that initiated the writer's ex-

-6
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perimentation with obtaining self.ovaluation or self-image data

evolved out of considerable practice, teaching and research over

a period of twenty years. During this time, the concept and a

beginning self-image instrument wore uoed, first with adults,

then adolescents, and more recently, in the childronis Inte-

gration Study with young children. Acoordingly, it was thought

pertinent to provide come historical perspective to clarify the

way in which the instrument evolved in the work of the writer.

History of the Instrument

The writerla self-image instrument has its origins in

sooial work practice in Kings County Hospital when she was on

the faculty of the Downstate Medical Center of the State of

New York as Teaching and Research Asserieto in psychiatry

(Social Work) from 1948-1952. The wricorls assiagnment involved

direot contact with patients on the wards and in the psychoso-

matic, clinic where she had both administrative and treatment re-

sponsibility. In addition, the writer supervised social work

students, taught fourth yoar medical students and residents in

psychiatry and in psychosomatic, medicine, as well as physiciana

on the medical wards on which psychiatrio and psychosomatic

consultation were available. These varied responsibilities made

the writer aware of oonmunioation blooks between the low-income

minority group patients served by Kings County Hospital and the

predominantly middle-class medical, nursing and sooial work

staff, and students. All of this stimulated experimentation

with a more meaningful approach to patients) social history,

beginning with the data required for presentation at medical and'

psychiatrio conferences,

-7
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Dul,ing the psychiatric conferences, in particular, the

writer was struck with the fact that the usual chronological

life histories did not seem to make clear to the medical end

psychiatric staff the interrelationship of patients! environ-

mental deprivations and pressures and their illness. ror did

the chronological history data seem to provide clu63 of signi-

ficance for the diagnosis that the writer had gained from inter-

viewing patients. This frustration together with the ?timulus

from beginning doctoral studies stimulated ai innovati,e approach

to social history taking. This was based on a concept of the

interaction of human beings and their environment -- a concept

that subsequently led to the writer's conceptualization in social

work practice and research of the relevance of self-image data.

An Innovative Approach to Social History Data

The above stimuli together Nith the decision to undertake

a dissertation that would include interviewing a random sample

of hospitalized patients in order to test the relevance of

social data for an understanding of illness, (i.e., diagnosis),

sugg'sted a new concept and format for obtaining essential

social history data. It seemed more logical from the viewpoint

of both patient and physician to consider the patient and his

environment in an interacting reletionship rather than in the

parallel one that is implicit in the chronological approach

to social history data. Thin would involve beginning with a

clear understanding of the presenting problem - the illness,

and the circumstances surrounding this such as the onset, what

the patient did regarding his illness, and when; also, if the

admission was not on anedergency basis, what precipitated
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seeking admission. The writer's exporieace in Kings County

Hospital brought home to her that patients served by this hos-

pital did not have much confidence in a municipal hospital even

in the late 1940's since such hospitals historically had the

re,utation of being places to which you went "to die", not "to

be cured." Well-to-do patients were treated in their homes

until development in the middle and latter part of the 19th

century made possible improvementv in hospital care through,

for example, asepsis, the lack of which had made for epidemics

in municipal institutions.4

An illustration of what is meant by an interactional as

opposed to a chronological approach is the effect of illness

on patients in a municipal hospital: whether the illness solves

a problem by removing them temporarily from other prqblems and

responsibilities, And temporarily relieves them of despair over

their current situation; ar whether it creates problems such

as concern over the care of family, including children left at

home if the patient is a :n other; or loss of income if the

patient ie a breadwinner. Other illustrations are found in the

brief summary of the sotqal history outline used experimentally

on the wards and then applied to the 0080 study portion of the

writer's dissertation in interviews With a random sample of

adults (aged 21 to 82) within 48 hours of their admission to

the teaching medical wards. (See page 13). The writer was

applying e concept of social work's role as described by Plant

in 1939 "its contribution to the social order in terms of a

constant stream of valid information as to what the pressures

of the various institutional structures mean to the individual."5



Beginning Experimentation With Self-Image Questions With Adults.

Experimentation with self-image questions was stimulated in

part by the doubts of the writerts Committee on Doctoral Outlines

that patients in a hospital like Kings County would be capable

of participating in the planned interview. This resulted in

the inclusion of some self-evaluative questions in the proposed

interview outline. 6 The questioning of the Committees -on the

prevailing stereotypes concerning low-income minority groups in

the late 19401s and 1950fs made it even more important to test

the write -s hypothesis that all individuals, (except those not

in contact with reality) whatever their diagnosis, can provide

significant clues to their problems; how they see and evaluate

themselves with respect to their social functioning; their

goals, aspirations, the kind of opportunities made available

to them, and the like.

An underlying assumption is that human beings learn outside

of formal educational institutions, i.e., from life experiences

and from their associates; also from trying to understand why

the environment impinges differently upon different classes of

people. This assumption also assumes that Intelligence exists

and developfs outside of formal institutions of learning.

Accordingly, those who are poor and from minority group back-

grounds may and do acquire insight into the funotioning of

societal institutions directly through the pressure these bring

to bear on them, e.g., difficulties in providing fc: basic

survival needs. The insight chuP developed is frequently

suierior to that ob"ined by middle-class persons through

courses and intellectual discussions. A graphic illustration
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of this is to be round in the recent observation made by college

administrators, faculty and atudente that more was learned by

a week in Washington, lobbying for peace, than by taking a

course in political science for a whole years It would take

another monograph to do justice to the differences in awareness

of the impact of environment between the poor and the woll-toao.

The Depression of the Thirties brought this home to a vely largs

proportion of the middle-class.

On the basis of interviewing patients on the hospital's

teaching wards preparatory to a decision as to the

clinic to which they should be refIrred the writer evolved an

interview guide for obtainiAg more significant social history

data more quickly, The writer's direct cohtact with patients

had brought out patient's lack of confidence in the admini-

stration and their awareness of the derogatory and discrimina-

tory attitude of a majority of the medical staff, in particular,

the chiefs of service,

Accordingly, in the dissertation, the writer tested th6

hypothesis that the Kings County Hospital patients are capable

of participating in a depth interview in accordance with the

interview schedule outlined below. The dissertation's major

hypothesis was: Admission of adults to the general medical

wards of s public metropolitan hospital provides evidence or

social imbalance related to the physiolcgical imbalance for

which hospitalizstion was sought. social imbalance and social

balance .sere conceptualized on the basis of an interactional

rather than chronological oonceptuelization.

The interview outline (See below) using the interactional
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concept began with the circumstances surrounding the onset of

patients' illness and the events at home that led to hospitali-

zation. Focus was on patients? current social functioning:

whether primarily as parent, breadwinner, combination of rolas,

e.g., a granc4arent; clues to their satisfaction or dissatis-

faction with this 1i.nc'ioning; their goals; whether they thought

t' ay could achieve these; and what they were doing about it;

their major social and personal problems; their views regarding

the possibility of solutions.

The followed the usual social history data that led to

questions such as: What kind of person are you? Suppose you

had 1.,o tell someone the kind of person you are, what would you

say? How do you think you became the person you are now? What

is your opinion of your present life? What are your satis-

faotions? dissatisfactions? What connection, if any, do you

see between anything you have told ma and your coming to the

hospital at this time: What effect does it have on your role

in your family?

Patients were surprised to be asked these questions but

not dlspleased and the responses wore significant. Few diffi-

culties were experienced in their understanding of the ques-

tions, The response from minority group patients, is particular,

Negroes was: "I am like everybody else, Just a normal person "

(This is comparable to responses of the handicapped children in

the Children's Integration study when asked to fill out

sentence beginnings "I wou1r like to be treated it)

14
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The Interview Outline

Circumstances surrounding onset of illness.

Data as to patient's current social functioning
(satisfaction or dissatisfaction)

Data as to patient's goals - satisfaction or
dissatisfaction.

Data as to patient's major problems - satis-
faction or dissatisfaction.

Data as to patient's preparation and resources
for social functioning and problem solving.
Opportunities available.

Data re early familial environment: kind of
community, sooial status of family, in-
cluding color, ethnic origin, religion, etc,
education, vocational training.

Data as to opportunities available and utilized,

Data as to conneotions between any of the above
and the illness (or tiny social problems)
(Patient1-71137ot have to J80 their illness.
This question was posed in genera T tame.)

It is apparent from the foregoing that more than the social

history outline was changed, The underlying concept was changed

as well, and sinoe this concept is relevant to the self-image

concept, it needs clarification.

The conceptualization that led the writer to experiment,

both in practice and research, with obtaining self-image data

oan be desoribed as follows:

.Human beings are viewed as functioning in a variety
of groups, increasing this funotioning as they mature into
adulthood in new and different roles, some major, some
minor, }'or children, euoh groups and/or role:: are chiefly
familial, eduoational and with peer groups in a number
of different settings. For adults, in addition, there
are primarily (motel groups: cultural, religious, pro-
fessional, ethnic, civic, politioal, and the like. Such
partioipation may be minimal or maximal but it is mainly
through participation in groups that individuals eatabliah
and maintain a relationship with the aooiety as a whole.
In this participation or functioning, there is a dynamic
unity in which change, ands especially for children, growth,

.13
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are an integral parts. There is, in addition, a consis-
tency though the latter is less stable for children
than for adults.

Despite change in their functioning, for adults
and children (the latter occurring through different
peer group relationships beginning when adolescents
move away from family relationships ane. pursue goals
away from hove), a kind of consistency* is discernible
unless there is some mental disturbance. It is this
consistency in an individualfs interaction with his
environment, despite change and growth that makes
possible discerning a characteristic pattern of inter-
action. This pattern constitutes a reflection of the
individu3lls personality based on his participation
and the opportunities available. Though modifiable
by significant changes in the environment and/or in
the individual, especially in times of rapid change
in the society, there is a core in whioh is reflected
the interrelationship of hereditary and environmental
influences, i.e., the cumulative impact of the inter-
action of the individual and social environment on a
continuing basis. It is this core that constitutes
the uniquenesa of the individual, the pattern of be-
havior characteristic and descriptive of the in-
dividual that tends to be consistent, despite change
on a continuing basis,?

Adults frequently comment on how much they have changed only

to be reminded by old friends or members of their family thct the

pattern of their behavior is not essentially different from that

of an earlier period. By pattern of behavior is meant, for ex-

ample, that an individual is characteristically responsible or

not independent or dependent; slow or fast to make decisions

in a crisis; has a high or low tolerance for frustration, and

the like. This is not to say that the culture of a given

sooiety does not influence significant change in individuals if

it is supports( persuasively, as in the case of the influence

*Without suoh consistency, it would be necessary to make in-
numerable decisions about routine methods such as are observed
on the part of the mentally ill. This makes possible die-
Unctions between important and unimportant /iota, with major
deoisions made on the basis of prinoiples,



of the mass media on children and adolescents.

A graphic illustration of this influence is the persistent

chltivation of youth as consumers by business with the help of

the press and TV -- the former through the rash of teen maga-

zines; the latter because business pays for and controls TV

advertising. This cultivation has done more than is generally

realizee. to create the illusion of a teenage culture v'en it is

primarily a seduction of the teenager to conform in outward

appearFtice, mores, and behavior generally and through the use

of teenagers as interviewers and researchers to nreate a pressure

for conformity within this group that so far as sex and drugs

are concerned has become relentless,8

Most striking, regarding U.S. participation in the Vietnam

War, is the closing of the "generation gap" in the academic

world which is providing youth with the guidance end leadership

they have long needed. Within this alliance for constructive

goals, is to be found changes in individuals of varying char-

acter and intensity, who were -- or thought they were --

neutral. Notwithstanding the changes observable in the various

groups of people involved in this change, i.e., faculty, students,

parents, union leaders, lawyers, and'other professionals, it is

the writer's thesis that upon careful study of the individuals

within tho above mentioned groupings, one would find the roots

and core of a pattern of reaction that was characteristic of

the individual.

Through group participation, beginning with the individualts

participation in family life, a pattern of interaction with en-

vironment characteristic of the individual develops. This char-

-15.
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acteristic pattern constitutes a reflection of the individual's

personality and is established early. This is confirmed by

child development research which notes that "The concept of the

child who is forever pre-occupied with responding to his en-

vironment is giving way to an image of one who is striving to

master and give meaning to his experience."9 Fiaget's research

findings have since their inception made clear that even very

young children think.

Experimentation With Self-Image Questions with Adolescents

In the study referred to in Reference No, 8, directed by

the writer from 1958- 1961, there were a number of different

self-image questions. The study population consisted of 600

adolescents of both sexes, aged 12 to 19 years, who were inter-

viewed in Social Hygiene Clinics at New York City's District

Health Centers.

The lengthy depth interview included a wealth of open-ended

questions, among them a variety of self-image questions listed

below., It should be pointed out that before beginning the study,

the writer was discouraged from going ahead with the study: The

adolescents in the City's slums, (delinquents, as they were

called), would not talk to any middle-class persons." Following

six weeks' experimentation by the writer, it was clear that when

the individual was not condemned, though anti-social behavior

was not condoned, the writer and other "middle- class" social

workers had ao problems in flommunicating. The goal was to

understand them, their problems and concerns.
10

The response to the reseavoh interviewing as a whole pro-
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vides a graphic refutation of both stereotypes described at the
were

beginning of the monograph. The teenagers/more concerned, re-

fleeted far more anxiety and guilt than the writer had been led

to believe.

The self-image questions used in this study, listed below,

are not in the order in which they appeared in the interview

schedule, rather in an order that is relevant to an understand-

ing of the writer's concept of the self-image. There are ques-

tions that are direct self-image in the sense that they roveal

essentially how the teenager sees himself in relation to the

groups of which he is a part: peers, family, goals, adult

identification, as well aomo that are indirect self-image ques-

tions.

Direct Self-Image Suestions No Responding
(N=b00)

°What kind of person are y'u? (And to
permit the youngster to understand and
think about hie response, the following
probes were included: If you had to tell )

someone about yourself, what would you )

say? Or, if 5,A were applying for a job )

and had to dec-;ribe what you oan do, and )

the kind of person you are, what would )

you say?)
588

*Teenagers sometimes feel discouraged and )
either make light of what they oan do or )

what they do; or they feel too confident )
and boast. At suoh times they say what )

they think about themselves. What are )

you likely to say and do?

When you are with a group of friends and
acquaintances and you talk about the
future, do they want the same things you )

do?

With whom do you spend most of your time2 594

#T hisills set of ti-ree questions was analyzed as a group, recognizing
that aome might not be able or willing to respond to all of the
probes.
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Direct Self-Image Questions (cont'd) Nom. Responding

:-11776707

If anyone came to you for information
about sex, what would you tell them?
(This was usually interpreted as a peer.)

If any teenager came to you for infor-
mation about contraceptives, what
would you tell them?

If any teenagers came,to you for in-
formation about venereal disease, what
would you tell them?

597

598

599

The following question provides insight into peer group

relations and also insight into the character of their adult iden-

tifications. It can serve as a transition between the two cate-

gories of self-image questions used.

What do you think the boy's responsi-
bility toward the girl and the baby
should be in the event of an illegiti-
mate child? 591

(As can be seen by the number of respondents,
this above question was directed at both
girls and boys,)

Adult Identification

Whom do you want to bc like when you grow up?--- 590

What do you want to be? 597

What are you doing about it? 593

Why do you think it is important to work? 582

What do you want out of life? 597

If you were in trouble, to whom would you go?--- 590

Are there soma things you have done that you
are dissatisfied with, ashamed of, or wouldn't
do again? 588

Do your parents know about your sex experience?- 588

Do they, or would they disapprove? 600

Do your parents know that you have have

been exposed to VD? 584
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Adult Identification (cont'd)

Wk,ot did they say, or what would they
be likely to day?

What did they do, or what would they be
likely to do?

Do you feel that your sexual activities
are in conflict with your religious
beliefs?

No. Responding

600

600

531

The following two questions have to do with the kinds of

"minor" anti-social acts common to younsters in cur urban

ghettos, The first part hid a series of such acts which the

youngster was asked to check off, These questions are included

in the adult identification category since they reflect the inter-

nalization of right And wrong that is at the core of an adoles-

cent's identification with adult society:

Questions_

Teenagers sometimer do things when they
are growing up because they see others
doing them, even though they know they
are not right, Have you done any of the
following? 533

(-- tho items ranged fron driving without a
license, and playing hookoy to gambling,
smoking marihuana, and petty stealing.)

Have you ever gotten'into trouble with the
police ? - 598

The consistency of the responses together with the large pro-

portion of responses to these questions confirm the writer's

evaluation of the quality of the communication that is refleoted,

The foregoing experimentation, first, with adults and then

with adoleacencs, confirmed the writer's opinion that youngsters,

like adults, are thinking about their plaoe in the family, their

relationship with parents and adults outside the family as they

get older; are concerned about their future, especially if in
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low-income gnd minority group families. They were likely to be

concerned even if they were drifting -- as so many in the VD

study were -- or had become entangled in problem situations with

which tLey needed help but did not know how to go about. getting it.

One more descriptive note is of relevance with respect to

obtaining self-image data from these adolescents. It hardly needs

to be pointed out that the writer had engaged superior inter-

viewers -- all of them caseworkers. Nevertheless, one of the

most difficult training problems encountered was enabling the

social workers to obtain significant self-image responses. The

block was due to their clinging to the sterotype mentioned at tho

beginning, that the younsters we were interviewing could not pos-

sibly provide this kind of information' And lack of confidence

in the interviewee's ability to respond constitutes a major

obstacle in sensitive communication,

SELF-IMAGE INSTRUMENT

As a result of the above experimentation with adolescents,

the Self-Image Instrument evolved, and the writer looked for an

opportunity to obtain self-image data from a younger age group

with the confidence that even young childr 0 could provide self-

evaluative, highly personal data. This opportunity camo in

1965, with the Children's Integration Study. During the study

period, four master's theses using self-image questions, were

supervised by the writer who was at the time a professor of

research at the Adelphi University Graduate School of Social

Work, Since these theses were completed before the Final Report

of the study, they are discussed first.
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First Use With Handicapped children

In the thesis: "The Meaning of Integrated Group Partici-

pation to the Handicapped Child and His Family, R11 completed

in 1966, a study was made of 36 children who had been a part

of a pilot project at New York Service for the Handicapped.

The children were placed in neighborhood centers during the

proceeding two years. Both child and parents were interviewed

in the home to ascertain what attitudes or influences brought

about the decision to return or not to return to the center pro-

gram the following year, The interview sought data as to whether

the child's self-image affected the decision; the agency 2ecords

indicated whether the child's adjustment to the group or the

quality of leadership affected the decision.

The self-image instrument of the Integration Study was used

here, with some additions. The findings indicated that factors

such as the need to mak, tranoporfstion arrangements and pay for

the cost seemed to have an over-riding influence on whether or

not the child returned, Once this was recognized, it was clear

that the quality of adjustment in the community center affected

the child's desire to return and influenced the family's de-

cision even though this aid not necessarily overcome the economic

factor of cost andthe problem of arrangcments. It was the im-

proved self-image of the child that helped him to make a botter

adjustment. Moreover, the children who did not return for reasons

other than transportation or other procedural difficulties, had

the largest proportion of negative or ambivalent self-image

ratings.
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Use With Severely Handicapped Children

The thesis: " Study of the Problems of the Severely Ortho-

pedically Handicapped Child and His Family,"12 completed in

1967, had as its objective the examination of the "problems in

every day life for twelve severely orthopedically handicapped

children and their families," There were two home visits and

two in-depth interviews with each family, with two students

assuming alternately the role of interviewer and participant

observer-recorder for each family. Included was a self-image

interview using the self-image questions from the Integration

Study with some additions. Another objective was that of

"examining the role of parental attitudes vis-a-vis t handi-

capped child's ability to achieve self - development within the

realistic limitations of his physical. handicap," The study's

conclusion divides the twelve families into three categories

along the lines of the Integration Study rating of families

- facilitating, questionable, and deterring, with respect to

affecting the child's potential for self-development, This

study has direct application to any practio, situation involv-

ing parent-child relationships, for a detailed examination of

the self-image and parental interviews would make explicit the

areas where parental attitudes and handling needed change; also

where societal lacks and handicaps constitute serious obstacles

to the handicapped child's development,

"In cooparing child and parent interviews, it was found

that there was often inconsistency between what the parent and

the child reported, The majority of these inconsistencies in

all cases occurred in the areas of the child's role in the home,
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his peer activities, and aspirations, For example, parents re-

ported giving chores that were appropriate and meaningful, How-

ever, their handicapped children saw their chores as insigni-

ffcant and limi;ed to what is described as 'busy work',

112arents usually reported the child to be more physically

active both in the home with siblings and with peers than did the

handicapped child. For example, a majority reported that the

child had many friends invited into the home, whereas the handl-

clapped child stated that friends were seen only outside the home.

Similarly, a majority considered their handicapped child to ba

engaged much as a 'normal' child in family life and with peers,

On the other hand, the handicapped child reported himself to be

more limited or more left out of normal activities than did the

parents,

"There was a range of differences in terms of the aspira-

tions held by the parent for the child and those expressed by the

child himself, Holt. of the families had aspirations consistent

with those of the children while there were some that were vague

and also some that were inconsistent,"

In analyzing the data, specifically the role of parental

attitudes vis-a-vts the childts ability to achieve self-develop-

ment within the realistic limitations of his phy'ieal handicap,

it was found that "the severity of the handicap, the family's

socio- economic situation, family composition, or knowledge and

use of services did not in themselves determine the degree to

which the child was motivated to realize his potential for de-

velopment." Parents were reoogniaed as the primary means of

influencing the ohildta capacity for growth which in turn would
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mean that the parental attitude toward the handicapped would be

influenced by societal attitudes and their own ability to cope

with the handicap. This, in turn, would set the tone for the

family life style and provide opportunities for the child's de-

velopment, parental attitude was rated in terms of whether it

was predominantly facilitating or deterring in meting the child's

needs in 'he following aspects of child-rearing: daily routine,

mobility, . 1e in family, peer activities, family activities in

and outside the home, perent-child and child-sibling relaticn-

alips, -Aspirations and self-image and family's knowledge and use

of resources. In a few, it was difficult to make the distinc-

tion since the attitude containe,:. Loth positive and negative

elements. It is pertinent to point out that in the facilitating

families, the child's self-image was invariably positive and

consistent with the realities of the family situation.

From the material gathered and analyzed in this study, it

is evident that parental attitudes have a significant effent on

whether or not the child achieves his potential for growth, re-

cognizing that parental attitudes include, to some extent,

societal attitudes as well,

In addition, it wad found that some children in this study

whose physical handicaps were most severe had more positive views

of themselves, were engaged in more active, successful, inde-

pendent endeavors and were more positively involved in social

interaction than were children Whose physical handicaps were less

disabling, The differentiating factor seemed to be due to the

parental attitude and how this attitude facilitated tho child's

development by providing opportunities for achievement. It was
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interesting that a stress on independence as seen in one deterring

family was not, in itself, enough to assist the child. These

parents did not provide opportunities for the child to realize

the self-reliance that they stressed and the result was frus-

tration and a feeling of unworthiness on the part of the child.

On the other hand, as seen in another of the families rated

as deterring, the parents assumed all responsibility and did so

out of feelings of pity and a belief that the child felt totally

helpless. The attitude verbalized to the child was that she

should be more independent. Since they did not provide oppor-

tunities for hor to gain ine pendenoe, this attitude served a

oontrary purpose, namely, to intensify the child's feeling of

helplessness,

The thesis concludes: "It is .,pparent from our case by case

analysis that a child's positive or negative view of himself

corresponded with whether the parental attitude was facilitating

or deterring, It would appear, therefore, that the eaildis self-

image is affected by the messages he receives about nimself from

aignifioant othera in his familial environment." From the find-

ings of this study, it is possible to infer that a child's self-

image, as described in the monograph, can provide an 'Accurate

picture of parental attitudes, behavior and child-rearing. (See

thesis, p. 91.)

Use With NonHaneicapped Children Who Have A Hardicapped sibling,

The thesis: "A Study of the Self-Image of Children With an

Orthopedioally Handioapped Sibl.ng,"13 completed in 1968, er-

mitted the use of the self-image instrument with a group of 42

youngsters of oomparable age to the Integration Study children,
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but who were not themselves the focus of social work intervention.

The handicapped siblings participated in the Integration Study,

and although the analysis of data was not completed at the time

of this thesis, the ratings from the Self-Image Instrument were

available for comparison with those of the non-handicapped chil-

dren. A major objective was to find out whether the family social

situation and child-rearing practices reflected differences in

the self-image of the handicapped and non-handicapped children.

In addition to relevant questions from the Self:Image Instru-

ment and also to the additional questions listed in the next

section on children in foster care(See pages 29 and 3 &31.) The

following questions were asked:

When you are with your friends, is
TTe-na771)"7"FaFET17.)an

included? ( ) Yes ( ) No.

Describe, if "Yes" If "No", explain what you think
might be the reason.

What nizkname(s) does have? Who
(name or handicapped chrIaT

calls him this (these)?

a. Do you think ets special treat-
Tragearindicappe 05711-5

ment? ( ) Yes ( ) No. Why? From whom?

b. Do you feel this special treatment is necessary?
( ) Yes ( ) No. If "No" how do you feol about it?
If "Yes", explain.

c. What do you understand about Is

Tnamo o1 haTalcapred child
handicap?

Brothers and sisters of handicapped children often have
special things to do and sometimes they don't like doing
tham.

a. What special things do you have to help

with?
capped chiIdl
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b. Does need you to help him (her)
iinarErEnTrarrirdErin

with chores?

How do you feel about helping him (her)?

It was found that 40 percent of the3e children had a positive

rating on the Self-Image Instrument, whereas 705 of their handi-

capped siblings had a positive rating, This was an unexpected

result, since an assumption of the study was that the non-handi-
Des.;tive.

capped children would reflect a larger proportion of theiself-

image ratings. Similarly, 14 percent of the non-handicapped

showed a negative rating in comparison with 4 percent of the

handicapped siblings.

The research interviewers had some question as to the sub-

stantially higher rate of positive Self -image scores among the

handicap] d, and in searehing.through the literature on orthopedicokay

h4,14;-
capped children the following reference was found that offers

an interpretation of this phenomenon:

If a person who was below standard in one character-
istic felt inferior only in that regard and not in
general, his feelings of inadequacy would not he
destrucAivo oY the perconality, They may, in fact,
be salutary, for recognizing onsets real limitations
is an admirable prophylactic; against futile effort,
costly of time and morale,14

It was the consensus of the student researchers that an-

another explanation may be found in the additional attention a

handicapped child requi es from parents. This attention is often

seen by the non-handicapped sibling as special favoritism,

irrespective of the meaning this has for the handicapped child.

The researchers suggested that without denying the handicapped

child, more consideration be given to the needs of the non-
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handicapped siblings to help them to understand the implications

cf a physical handicap.

Use With Children in Foster Home Care.

In the thesis: "A Study of the Self-Image of Children in

Foster Cere,"15 completed in 1968, 46 children were involved,

The Self-Image Instrument served not merely to answer some crucial

questions about how childre.n feel when removed from their homes,

their views of their foster home, and the like, but also to com-

pare what the child stated i: the self-image data with that

obtained in the usual way, and recorded in the foster home

agency's records, Students wore not given access to that agency's

records until their data had been obtained through a brief inter-

view with foster mother and a more extensive interview with the

foster child. Students knew only what could be inferred from the

identifying data essential to obtain the foster family's per-

mission to participate in the study, The study was designed to

answer the following questions:

What does the child understand about the reasons for
placemqnt away from his own horm?

What inferences can be drawn from the self-image data es
compared with the data in the agency's case record re-
garding the following:

1. the child's relationship with own fanny;

2, the child's relationship in foster home; and

3. iifferences beten child's view of the above
relationship, the social worker's view, and
foster llarInts1 view,

In short, does the child's self-imago provide more realis-

tic and more meaningful data than that avai.lable in the agency's

records? One of the assumptions underlying this particular test
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of the Self-Image Instrument has special relevance here, namely,

that a focus on problems -- problems over which a child has little

or no control -- does not in the writer's experience make for

easy, spontaneous communication about personal matters early in

an agency's contact; on the contrary, it discourages self-evalu-

ative views, especially since this tends to make the child feel

he is somehow being held responsibleo'in part at least, for events

he may not even clearly unlerstand, or he may feel he was removed

from his home because he was bad.

In summary, major objectives of this study were: 1) to obtain

clues as to whether a foster child's self-image reflects

realistically what is known about the foster child's

family and own family, as recorded in the foster care

agency's records; 2) to find out whether the self-

image data provide insight into the foster's child's

social adjustment; 3) whether clues to areas of dif-

ficulty may be discerned before serious problems develop,

and/or before a child is able to communicate his con-

cerns directly,

The Self-Image Instrument (See p.36 ) used in the Inte-

gration Study was *gob* a part of the interview with the child,

with the addition of the following questions that related parti-

cularly to the circumstances of these children:

If you were on a desert island, what person(s) would you pick
to live with you? Why would you pick and

Who would you moat want to be like?
1. Why?
2,
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What would you want to be when you grow up?
1, Why? --
2,_ Why?

How far would you like to go in school?
Give your reasons:

What things does your Foster family do together?
(*Foster is inserted inn rEn thesis)

a. In what ways do you help around the house?

b. What kinds of chores do you like?

a. What kinis of chores do you dislike?

16a. You have a different last name from the family you
are living with. .Why is this act

26b. Why do you think you are living away from your own
family?

0. How was this explained to you?
By your parent(s)?
By your foster parents?
By your sooial worker?

16
a, In what way. do you think foster children are different

from children who live with their own parents?

26b. In what ways are foster children treated differently
than children living with their own parents?

a. We know that children in families have quarrels(fights).
What kinds of-TETRW-16766-fghT about?_

b. Who usually starts it?
a, How does it usually end?

a, About how often do your own parents visit you?
b, What is it like when they de_

7111.0.110111/

Where do you see membors including parents?

Who usually comes?

If you hal some problem or worry, to whom would you most like
to talk about it?

O. what two things do you like moat about yourself?
1.
2.
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b. What two things do you like least about yourself?
1.
2.

17Sentence Completion:

Compared with others, I
At times I have felt ashameiof
people who do things for other-PWIT-are

The findings showed that there is a significant relationship

between a child's understanding of his role as a foster child and

his self-image. Further, there is a significant relationship bet-

tween the child's understanding of this role and his adjustment to

placement. In fifty percent of the cases, the Self-Image instru-

ment yielded clues to problems revealed by the child that were

not found in the fcster care agency's record or verbalized by the

foster mother in the tudy interview. It would seem as if the

Self-Image Instrument has predictive potential and might be tested

in practice since it is possible to check the predictions

family background data obtained by social agencies or made avail-

able to them. Such a teat would be facilitated by using the

instrument first (i.e before any intensive interview width

parents.) This would make it possible to focus contact with the

child's family rather than obtaining social history data in the

hope of obtaining insight into parent-child relattonships,

In the last two theses just described, an additional objective

was to examine t h e usefulness of the Self-Image instrument with

persons who were not physically handicapped. Accordingly, the

findings mentioned above have marked applicability to general

social work practice where the use of the Instrument has diagnos-

tio and predictive potential. The theses were in agreement as to

the level of confidence in the instrument to provide significant

and reliable clues to the self-image of the children interviewee

in a one-time interview.
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Tivc, In The Children's Integration Study

It is significant that in the one.,time use of the Self -Image

Instrument, as described In the Master's Theses with both non-

handicapped and handicapped children, as well as when the in-

strument was used at three different points within the two-year

period of the demonstration, the questions that provided the most

meaningful and most reliable insight into a child's self-image

were the same for both, This will become clear in the illustra-

tions,that follow. Pertinent here is the fact that the sentence-

completion portion of the instrument, requiring as it did that the

child project himself into a series of situations having rele-

vance for his life experiences, reflected most graphically and

reliably the child's reality; his concerns as well as 111,-,

factions; }'problems as well as achievements, including 5-

instances, problem areas not clearly discernible from tl

ck net
data.

Responses to direct self-image questions such as

things do you like most about yourself? least?.. .

were also highly revealing. These particular questions

troubling to a number of the children, notably to those

self-image was largely negative, or contained aspects t.

positive and others that were negative. It is, the:efe

surprising that these questions, introduced in the sec,'

Image Interv4.ew, eliciti,d the largest proportion of nd,

or inappropriate responses.

This is not to imply that the other questions in t'

Image interview were rot of iiportar,ce. It is to imply

some of the other questions, e.g choice of vocational
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identification with adults and aspirations were more likely to be

changeable, and to change in response to immediate events that

might or might not be included in the family background mat,rial.

These and other aspects of the Self-Image Instrument are de-

scribed and illustrated 10 the section that follows.

In the Children's Integration Study, each of the threw inter-

views had a separate schedule* for uee with the children. Pirents

had been informed that we would be talking witn their hanclAcepned

child alone since we wanted to learn now the child viewed himaelf,

However, It was left up to parents whether they or the child were

interviewed first, Generally, parents were seen first. Inter

viewers noted and observed parental attitudes while the child

was being interviewed, specifically, whether they permitted the

child to answer for himself. This was taken into consideration

in the analysis of the data, Even if the interviewers had not

noted parental attitudes," this could usually be inferred from

a comparison between parent and child responses. A good illus-

tration of this is the question as to whether the child ever

forgets his handicap, as noted by the mother and the handicapped

ohild. More difficult to discern is a covert attitude on the

part of mothers who pretend, as it were, that the child does not

%ea page 36 for listing of questions in the Self-Image Instru-
ment used in the Children's Integration Study.

"The last page of each interview with the family included the
following: evaluation of physical condition of the home, atmos-
phere of the home, interaction between child and siblings,
and also, with parents; conditions under which the interview
took place4 impressions of parents: their interest in the inter-
view and comprehension of questions; together with other details
about parents, their physical condition, and relevant comments;
fn the child's interview, observations of the parent-c41:14
interaction and impressions as to whether child looked for
assistance from parents,
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have a handicap and keep ;:,wareness of the handicap from the child

and his siblings.

Illustrations from the Childrents Integration Study of Responses
to the Self-Image Instrument,

The following illustrationswere chosen with the view of

presenting as wide as possible a range of childrenls responses.

They include black, white and Puerto Rican children from low

and middle socio- economic groups, and from the youngest age

bracket, 6 to 8 .--ars old, the middle group, 8 to 10, and the

oldest age group, 11 to 13 years old.

Where the Self-Image data are recorded in full, the ex-

planatory ard in;;erpretivs comment, will begnon the left hand

page opposite the seA-image responses, In looking for the

direction of the childts development, it is useful to follow

the responses to each question horizontally, thus tracing the

progress either positive or negative froni Interview I to Inter-

slew

Only minimal family history is given fore ach illustration

in order to enable the reader to appreciate fully how the m-

sponses of the child can provide insight into hie life situation:

his relationship to siblings, peers, parents and teachers; along

with satisfactions, dissatisfactions and/or problems in these

areas.

Interview I with both parents and children took place in

the home before the study population had been divided into

Experimental and Control groups. The Self-Image questions

listed below were a pert of the research interviAws with the

child, and were identical for children in both groups. The
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interview began with a few quedtions about school, friends, and

what they would like "to do right now."

There were some d!.ffert,nces in the introductory questions

in interview II and Ins for the Experimental group, these in-

cluded the child's reactions to the center experience; for the

Control, these included questions about any extra-familial or

group exr_-iences. The introductory questions served to direct

the child's attention to thinking about himself, as well as to

give the child time to establish a positive rapport with the

interviewer,
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SELF-IMAGE INSTRUMENT

1. If you had three wishes, what would you wish for?

2, Who would you most like to be like?
First Choice Second Choice 7111,1

3. What would you most like to be when you grow up?

4. a) What two things do you like most about yourself?

b) What two things do you like learit about yourself?

5. How far would you like to go in school? Why?

.1

6. (The projective sentence - completion question was adapted by
the writer from Cruickshank for this population. The numbers
'following the letters on each question are those found in
the Cruickshank instrument. See reference note No. 17. This
questich_ was given in all three interviews.) We want you to
finish these sentencel in your own words:

a. (1) Most of all, I want to

I), (3) I would like to forget the time I

c. (6) If people would only

d. (7) I know I could do anything if

e.(11) I could be happy if

f.(21) other school children

=.

g.(23) people who have trouble walking

h.(26) If I werenit held back by

i.(29) I am wcvried about

j.(30) No matter how hard I try,

k.(31) I like to be treated

7. I have asked you a lot of questions -- what would you like to
ask me?
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Experimental 124

This is an 11 year old boy of mixed ethnic background with

a diagnosis of post-polio. He wears leg braces and he a notice-

able limp; his degree of disability was rased "mild". He attends

a health class.*

He had been in and out of a rehabilitation center in the West

Indies until age 7 when the family moved to New York for better

medical care for him. At the time of the study demonstration, he

was an out-patient at a city rehabilitation center.

This boy is the middle child of three and is assigned his

share of househola chores. Both parents work, father as a

plasterer; mother as a typist, and the family is financially

independent.

The reader will observe the frequency with which the child's

responses include reference to his :Andicap despite the fact that

nc question in the Instrument asks about the handicap. What at

first glance may appear to be preoccupation with the handicap,

is on closer examination a growing boy's realistic refleotion of

societal attitudes towards a physical handicap. If references

to his handicap are separated f'om the rest of his responses,

no oae could fail to be impressed with the normalcy of those

other responses.

Is not the inclusion of the references to the handicapping

condition a normal response to the prejudicial societal attitude

rather than unrealistic preoccupation of the boy? For an ex-

*This is a class for handicapped children, not all of whom are
physically handicapped, in the regular school system.
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ample of this see "c" and "k" of the sentence-completion

question in the three interviews.

His responses reflect a high degree of perceptiveness an'

aspiration.

The Self-Image was rated as positive with improvement in

Interview III. The family was rated as highly facilitating in

Interview I but became less facilitating to the child by Inter-

view III. The improvement in Self-Image rating is all the more

significant :ince, as was seen in the analysis of a number of

children in this age group, the concerns about the handicapping

condition become more pressing as they approach adolescence.

Clues tz, thn boy's improved self-image in Interview III are

found in the evaluations of the boy's experiences at the Community

Center and at school. In the former, he was praised for his

friendly, outgoing, kind attitude and for his lack of self-

consciousness about his handicap. He almost never missed a

session at the Community Center, was active and "well adjusted."

He was the only handicapped child in the group and had an easy-

going relationship with non-handicapped younsters who were help-

ful to him. He was able to continue his interest in sports with

other boys running for him when this was necessary.

At school, while he was nominally in a He(.th Class, it was

as a home room for variety of different types of handicapped

children. From there he attended regular classes in his subjects.

It was a now and attractive school that was "departmentalized."

His teachers described him as having a "marvelous personality,"

adding that he could be in a regular class. He was considered

independent, self-reliant, superior academically, and was elected
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Case Humbert Experimental
124

Control

rsttoNs Interview I Interview II Interview tti

If you had three
wishes. what would
you wish or

That I could walk.

That I could go to
college.
Could via baseball

My foot to get better.
That I get promoted.
That I get a good

education,

My leg is better.
Cet a good education.
Have a lot of money.

Who would you most
vant to be like?

Hercules

A gladiator

Baseball player

Don't know

Willie Mays

Bob Hayes (football)

What would you
most like to be
when you grow up?

An artist (not asked) Maybe an architect

What 2 things do
you like most about
yourself?

(not asked)
I'm very active

I don't cheat
1

I

I'm smart
I don't have a bad
temper about my foot

What 2 things do
you like least
about yourself?

(not asked) Don't know That I don't know how
to do algebra

How far would you
like to go In
school? Why?

Until I get a job
because you get a
better education

To college. On TV it
says college education
- better job

Interview II

(not asked)

SENTENCE COMPLETION Inte;ew I Interview III

e. Most of all,
I want to ---

walk again have a good education have a good education

b. I would like to
forget the time t--

missed a home run
coulddt play tag
couldn't run

Failed on math test

c. If pe.ple would
only ---

forget I have polio
stop asking me ques-
tioas about my foot

stop fighting

d. I know I could do
enithing If--

if I didn't have polio
if I didn't have a
bad leg

my leg was better

e. t could be happy
it--

I could walk like any
other person

my leg would only
get better

my leg was better

E. Other school
children--

always try to help me do not have a bad leg are very nice

g. People who have
trouble walking--

would like to walk
again

is very sad thing.
They don't have chance
to do things

sometimes get mad
with themselves

h. If I *aren't held
back by ---

that boy, I would have
punched the boy in
the nose

my leg, could do many
things

my handicap

I. t am worried
about_ --

improving ny English

would like to be like
others

my leg because it
seems it never will
get Letter

otill can't do things
other children do

my future education

I can't swim so goodJ. No setter how hard
I try, l---

k. t like to be
treated--

like a normal child just like the other
children

as if nothing was
wrong with
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president of hi3 class.

Despite this, he was thought to resent being in a Health

Class and did not always hide his resentment, sometimes not work-

ing up to his potential. He was describei, by one teacher as

follows: "His hand was always up first when questions were asked,"

but the three school reports make clear that he lacked stimu-

lation.

It is, 'accordingly, to be hoped that his future teachers

continue to recognize and support his interest, desire, and

abilty to profit. from higher education. Were this a practice

case, the child's responses, in particular in the direct self-

image question in Interview II - (What 2 things do you like most

about yourself? least?) and Ill, his expressed interest in

a college education in response to the education question in

Interview T and II and in "a" of the sentence-completion portion

in Interviews II and all of these would indicate where he

needs help.

It was thought it would be interesting to examine the re-

sponses of three childrsn in the 6-year old category, Their

responses rcfltet differences in their self-image, They all be-

long to white, middle-income families,

Experimental 91

This is a white boy, i:ot quite 6 years old when the study

began. His diagnosis is cerebral palsy, with monocular vision.

He wens with an awkward gait; the degree of disability was rated

"moderate". He attends a regular olass.

This boy has a twin who is also cerebral pabied, but who has
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no visible handicap. The father is disabled in one arm due to

polio.

Father, at the time of the first interview, was just com-

pleting his training as a psychiatrist and the family lived in a !-

room apartment in v depressed area, By the time of the second

interview, the family had moved to an upper middle-class neighbor-

hood. The change in the living conditions is reflected in the

change in the substance of the child's three wishes from first

to the third interviews.

The reader gets a sense of a normal hee'thy child, who identi-

fies with his father regarding a vocational goal.

His responses to what proved to be the most trouliirlgquestions:

"what 2 things do you like most about yourself", and "what 2

things do you like least about yourself" - are the responses of

a growing boy who has natural concerns about himself. By the third

interview, it is apparent that he has internalized some of the

child-rearing values of his mother that are often resisted at

this age.

Self-Image remainded positve throughout and the family was

rated as facilitating throughout. It is interesting to note that

the twin was selected for participation in the study of nor

handicapped children who had a handicapped sibling. (See descrip-

tion page 25 ), and his self-image was rated as having both posi-

tiie and negative aspects.

This rating,4faVigallgi-glaWafirbponses and difficulty

in answering the projective sentence-completion questions. His

responses reemed to show a lack of ol::iness to his handicapped

twin. This may be die to his resentment of the special experience
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91
Case Number: Experimental Control______

JUESTIO,:S Interview I Interview II Intervie, Ill

If you had three
wishes, what would
you wish for

A new house

Money

Another cat

Cat

To be a policeman

A bank man

To have a typewriter

Dog

New desk lamp

Who would you most
want to be like?

Tommy (5 1/2) everyone
laughs at Terry,Tommy's
sister in 1st grade

Tommy
friends

Andrew
Tommy

friends
Warren

What would you
most like to be
when you grow up'

Policeman
Doctor

(not asked)
A doctor. I'm
interested in
psychiatry

Get good marks in
school.
Keep my nails clean

What 7. things do
you like most about
yourself?

(no asked)(not ase
I can swim & am very
happy when I take my
cat to my friends

What thiogs do7

you like least
about yourself?

(not asked)
My voice is trouble, I

canft pronounce some
things. .Get headaches

Nothing

Now far would you
like to go in
school? Why?

As much as can - more
school, more money

Medical school. I'm
going to be a doctor (not asked)

SENTENCE COMPLETION Interview I Interview II Interview ILI

a. Most of all,
I want to ---

go to backyard take my friends out
to eat

be a doctor

b. I would like to
forget the time I--

was in the hospital
was in the hospital
with the operation

operation to have my
feet on the ground

d. If people would
only ---

say Thank you, if some-
body does something

like me havc good manners

d. I know I could do
anything if-- I were good they would like me if my father would

let me

e. t could Da happy
if--

1 were not bad, punisheo
by staying in house

they liked me
the bad children stop
bothering me

e. Other school
children.--

read books might swing don't like this school

g. People who have
trouble walking--trouble

get casts
get a cast if they are

on their toes
or a wheelchair
my enemies. I had

worse in the Bronx

should have an opera -
?ion

my fatherh. It I .scent? held
back by---

I don'? know

L. I as worried
atJut---

dying my enerlies my legs

J. No matter how hard
I try, I---

I can't stop mysc '

dying

nice

I still end up in a
11-

I cei't climb any high
than 1 bar

k. I like to be
tteeted---

nice nicety
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available to the handicapped brother. 18

Experimental 78

This is a white girl, not quite six years old when the study

began. Her diagnosis is cerebral palsy, She walks with a slight

limp, has limited use of left arm and hand; the disability rating

is "mild". She attends a regular olass. She is the youngest of

three sisters. One is 16 years older, the other, 12 years older.

The father seemed to resent the handicapped child.

Her responses in the first interview, considering her age

and her family situation, were not a-typical. However, this trend

continued to the second and third interviews with little evidence

of maturation or of identification with an adult in her family.

The adults she mentions as identification figures ere not ex-

plained in Interviews II and III (the family or child). Since a

number of her responses are phantasy, one has to be guided by the

child's ass expression of her problems. She does just this in

Interview II, in her answer to three sentence - completion questionst

- I know I could do anything "if my father wasn't home and
my mother" (child was unable to continue.)

- If I weren't held baok by "my father",
- I am worried about "my father,"*

At the time of Interview II, the mother had died of cancer

and the older sister had left the home, The father an the other

sister remained in the home with the child, There is evidence of

the father's concern over rearing his youngest daughter. On the

one hand, he over-indulged her; on the other, he was over-anxious

*This was frequently found to mean "I have a problem with my
father,"
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about her up- bringing, There was considerable tension in the

home. This child was described by her teachers and the group

leaders in the neighborhood centers as being bright and friendly

and showing no outward effects of the tense situation in tile home.

This ;, not supported by her res7onses which suggest problems at

home from the first interview, sentence-completion ... "I want

to be treated in s nice way, nobody to talk mad to me."

The child's description of her experiences suggest more

ambivalence about the Center experience while the father's de-

scription of her termination at the Center in the middle of the

second year "over something that happened at the center," but

about which the child was vague, suggest that there were some pro-

blems in her adjustment there.

It is possible that she showed few signs of tension at school

or that unless the teacher had had special training, or was un-

usually sensitive, this might not be readily apparent. Her self-

image rating was high except in Interview III when it went down

somewhat. In this situation, the child:s self-image provides the

clearest evidence of a problem of father-child relationship with

both needing help, if this had come to the attention of a social

agency. The father's description of the child:3 functioning pro-

vides no clues to the tension comparable to those obtained from

the Self-Image Instrument. While the mother was alive, counseling

with the social worker in the Center's parent Group was advised.

The child:a self-image -- which remained high except for a slight

downward trend in Interview III -- suggests that this child had

not been close to either parent and might have begun earlier to

cover up her feelings, in particular, her worries.



Case Number: Experimental 78 Control

bilESTIONS Interview t Interview 11 Interview III

If you had three
wishes, what would
you wish far?

A million dollars to Puy
toys. Frosty snow-cone
machine. Mickey Mouse
talking phone

When I grow up, pretty
Skinny

Fair down to my
waist

To be rich. To live
in a castle or a
mansion. To have lots
of pets

who would yc., most
want to be like

Beautiful girl with
long hair

The Addams family wife
Jill

My neighbor Clara
(adult)

What would you
most like to be
when you grog up?

Artist
Telephone operator

(not asked)
Ballerina or an

artist

What 2 things do
you like most about
yourself?

(not asked) I'm a very nice girl
I 'am happy, polite,

pretty

My pierced ears
My fingernails, they

are long

What 2 thin's do
you like least
about yourself?

(not asked) Wish my hair was long
Color of my eyesCol

green
My feet

How far would you
like to go in
school? Why?

College, could meet lot
of teen-agers. Bigger
& better teacher

College, like to get a
lot of homework

(not asked)

SENTENCE COMFLETION Interview IL Interview II Interview III

a. Most of all,
I want to ---

go to sleep when I'm
tired

play cards go to the beach

b. I mould like to
forget the time I--

saw a scary movie on
TV

had no friends got sick

c. If people would
only ---

be my friends, I would
love them

forget about me be r.l.:c

d. I know t could do
anything if..

I wish for it
my father wasn't home

and my mother
I wasn't sick

4. t could be happy I had a lot of little
friends

could do whatever I
want

I am happy

----

t. Other school
children - --

who are in kindergarten
don't have desks, sit
at table

are not as good as me go to gym like me

g. People who have
trouble walking--

should go to doctor and
have it fixed

have to get those
big sticks

should try to walk
better

h. If I weren't held
back by...

a grown-up who takes
my arm

my father the law

1. t am worried
about--

my little tooth that
isn't out yet

my father. Jill nothing

. No matter how hard
I try, I--

try very hard but I
can't do it

I have to do it
can't do what I want
all the tine

k. I like to be
tad - --

nicely . Nobody to
talk mad at me nicely nicely
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Experimental 20

This is a white boy, not quite six years old when the study

began' His diagnosis is cerebral palsy.' He has a disability in

his right hand, and a slight limp; the disability was rated

"moderate." He attends regular class,.

This boy has one sibling, an adopted brother six years older.

Parents are middle-class and college - educated. Mother works And

has a housekeeper. Ths initial clues to problems for this child

occur in the absence of any identification with any family member

or any adult in the first interview, His three wishes refleot

negative peer relationships.

In the seoord interview,there is still no identification with

any family member and for that matter with any other adult.

In the third interview, his identification with adults is

on the most negative level of any of the study children. His

response to the question in the third interview "What do you like

most about yourself," and his three wishes in this same interview:

"No counselors; ho teachers; no children except me, Hal and my

brother; no mommies and daddies," confirm the child's negative self-

image, though it began on a positive level.

How to explain this in view of the fact that the family was

rated as highly facilitating throughout? The mother was able to

keep from the research interviewer the fact that she treated the

child as if he were non - handicapped. She projected onto the

child her own lack of acceptance of the child's limitations by

saying that he was not aware of his handicap.

Responses in the first interview indicate a reaction to

some negative pressures that were interpreted later to come from
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the mother's attitude towards the child's handicap. It was only in

the last interview that the mother finally mentioned that the child

had perceptual problems for which he vas receiving treatment. The

poor relationship between mother and child was reflected in his

anti-social behavior at home, at school and in the neighborhood

center' The direction of the self-image rating was negative.

There was little in the family interview that provided clues

to the subtle kind of pressure on this child through the mother's

rejection of a child with a handicap, Mothers comparable to this

one present a convincing picture of the motherchild relationship

that make it difficult to identify the child's problems.* It is

in such situations, if they come to the attention of a social

agency, that the Self-Image Instrument can reveal problems and

stimulate early social intervention, or at least encourage a high

level of suspicion regarding the mother-child relationship.

Experimental 69

This is a 9-year old white boy who has lived in the present

foster family since the age of 21/2 years. He was abandoned at

birth. His diagnosis is congenitally deformed right arm and leg.

The disability was rated "mild". He was transferred from a Health

to a regular class. An initial perusal of the responses on the

self-Image Instrument gives the impression that he is unduly pre-

In a number of instances in which middle -class families were in-
volved, the researoh interviewers, experienced social workers,
seemed less able to discern tensions or problems and/or w9re some-
what ltaken in" by parents olose to their social class. This is
elaborated in the conclusion of the discussion of the Self-Image
and its application to social work practice as well as reseArch.,,
1 Fined Pepe-tt-
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Case Number: Experimental 20 Control

QUESTIONS Interview I interview [I Interview [[I

If you had three
wishes. what would
you wish for?

my friends should stop
hitting; should be nuiet
& peaceful; Dennis not
go so fast on his bite

go to Coney Island;
get a toy; get a station
wagon toy; match box
cars, toy bus

no counselors; no
teachers; no childre
ex-:pt me, Hal & my
brother. No mommies
and daddies

who mould you rust
want to be like?

Ruby and Gussie -
friends

my friends
Mitchell (best friend)

Hal

What would you
most like to be
when you grow up:

conductor (not asked) dig up streets

What 2 things do
you like most about
yourself?

(not asked) I like myself that I'm a bad boy

What 2 things do
you like least
about yourself?

(rot asked)
When I fight with
my friends

don't like mselfy

How tar uould you
I ke to go in
school? Why?

college
9th grade. Wants to
be in higher class.

be a conductor

SENTENCE COMPLETION Interview I Interview II interview tit

a. Most cf all,
t want to ---

play wiJi friends &
they should pick bike

up

play ride my bike

b. I would like to
forget the time t....

push me down fell No reply

c. If people would
only ---

help me if I fall
down with bike play with me keep out of here

d. I know t could do
anything if-- I want to at the Y I like it

e. I could be happy
if.....

my "heart" I play I ride my bike

f. Other school
children--

read library books do not play with
the ball

are mean

s. People wbo have
trouble welkloa--

sometimes I have
trouble hopping

' hthey dont know were
to line up for arts &

crafts

are no good

h. If I weren't held
back by..- No reply reading my teacher

i. t as worried
about--

me
reading, also playing

ball
getting home and
playing with my

rigncls

j. No &atter how hard
t try. I-

can' t walk, can' t go

fast, sometimes I fall
play I don't care

k. I like to be
treated...

don't know :ike a big boy nice



occupied with his handicap as in Experimental 124. When, how-

ever, it is seen that fully a third of his responses terve to do

with a desire to play baseball or attend games, his preoccupation

with his hand icapping condition has to be viewed as normal in

light of his extreme interest in sports and the societal attitude

toward physical handicaps referred to in Experimental 124.

It is significant that this child with a double handicap --

1) he is a foster child; 2) he has a physical handicap -- should

have a positive self - Image. It is pertinent to indicate that in

the study where the SelfIgmage Instrument was given to children

(normal) in foster care (see page 28),only a third of those chil-

dren had positive self-image ratings. The foster tartly in this

instance was rated as moderately facilitating.

The boys responses to questions about his experiencea in

the community center in which his participation was rated positive

by the group 13ader, confirm the self-image rating. For example,

to the question: "What charges would you make in the Center? At

the end of the first year of the demonstration, he replied: "More

books with ideas of what to do," And he was eager to return to

the center, making sure of this by taking the card indicating that

he would be permitted to return to the mailbox himself. His salt-

image rating starts out Gt the highest level but goes down slightly

in the second and third self-image interviews. The only discerni-

ble change in his situation is transfer to a regular class upon

the recommendation of his first year teacher. In the second year

of the demonstration he has two teachers, one of whom is described

by the research interviewer who made the school visit as "im-

patient, resentful of and lacking in understanding of the boy."
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This teacher considered the boy "troublesome, not working and

taking advantage of his handicap and that he should be in a

Health Class." This is in contf'est to the evaluation of his

tevoher in the first year who described him as "extremely bright

and a leater with a wonderful personality who accepts his de-

formity and disability with complete lack of self-consciousness."

It was this teacher who felt he should not be in a Health Class

as it was not "sufficiently stimulating to him," The other

teacher in the regular classtalso new to the boy, felt that the

change had "stimulated his interest in science, specifically

electronics, and had given him self-assurance and had generally

enriched him." The latter interest appears in the third inter-

Aew, sentence-completion.

Whether he is concerned about the fact that he is still a

foster child (i.e. has not been adopted) and, therefore, has a

name that is different from that of the foster family, is not

known. Does this suggest that it migh be well to let this boy

feel free to raise the question when he becomes concerned about

it, and, instead help him to achieve his fullest potential through

the best possible education and training? The writer raises the

question because as a caseworker as well as a researcher, she

wondered about this and her initial reaction was that this might

be of some concern to the boy. Upon reflection, the writer de-

cided at this time it was not.

Control 317

This is an 8-year old Puerto Rican girl with a diagnosis of

Cerebral Palsy. She walks with a severe limp and her disability
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Case Number. Experimental 69 Control

QUESTIONS Interview I Interview Il -".------Tr7nterview [it

Get a road racing se
New baseball set
New bicycle (larger)

My brother (foster)
married

i

If you had three
wishes, what would
you wish for?

Play baseball a lot.
Ride a wheeler

I was able to go to
Center more than I did,
Meet a baseball player
& get his autograph.
ee_another Met game.

Who would you most
want to be like?

An unhandicapped person
can do more things.
Geoffrey, play baseball

(not asked)

What would you
most like to be
when you grow up?

Lawyer
Electrical engineer

Gary (best friend).
Hes bright, esbiht likes
sports & spec. subjects

Electrical engineer
in electronics

What 2 things do
You like most about
yourself?

(not asked)
I are able to be like

other children. Able
to make regular class

I know I can do ever!
thing other children
can

What 2 things do
you like least
about yourself?

(not asked)

I'm handicapped
Can't do some things
other children can do

Nothing

H ow far would you
like to go in
school? Why?

If lawyer, law school
College, 1 hear it's
fun. Helps get good
education to be elec.eig.

(not asked)

SENTENCE COMPLETION Interview I Interview II Interview III

a. Most of all,
I want to ---

play baseball mulch belt rbe like other children
nonhandicapped

work with electronics

b. I would like to
forget the time I...

lost 5 baseball games No reply hurt my finger on my
bicycle

C. If people would
only ---

let me play more
boseball games

No reply No reply

d. I know I could do
anything If-- I was not handicapped' I weren't handicapped I would try hard

e. I could be happy
tf---

I was not handicapped I aid well in
school

I would win some more
baseball games

I. Other school
children--

like to play games
with me

are like me help me a lot

g. People who have
trouble walking --

I often play sitting
down games

have hope they can be
better

It doesn't matter (I
have troup/e walking,
it doesn't bother me)

h. If I weren't held

back by - --

my handicap, I would
like it very much

my handicap, I'd be
happy

handicap, I would be
happier

t. I em worried
'bout - --

if I could only outdo
my handicap

nothing, really getting into Jr. High
i

school

j. No matter how hard
I try, 1.---

I keep losing baseball
games

can't win a baseball
game

can't win baseball
games

It. I like to be
treated - --

like I am not
handicapped

the way I am now like other children
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is rated as "moderate" and she attends a Health Class.

She is the middle child of five children. Father is a

machine operator with low-income. Mother reports that she forgets

that the girl is handicapped and believes that the child also

forgets i The ohildfs version is that she "can never forget" that

she is handicapped.

She omits answering many questions in the Self-Image Instru-

ment in the first interview, particularly in the projective sen-

tence-completion part, though she answered all but one question

in Interview II and all of the questions in Interview III.

Analysis of her responses suggests that she is concerned

with lack of privacy at home and the population explosion in the

family. This is reflected indirectly in the lack of privacy in

Interview III (Three wishes) and in Interview II in the fourth

wish she adds: "No more babies."

Her response to the question about education suggests an

unusually negative relationship to school that would need to be

examined as a problem area if the family and child came to the

attention of a social agency.

Another response -- this one in the sentence-completion part

of the instrument -- that is atypical ani indicative of a possible

problem area in accepting discipline and limits is in Interview

II. "I like to be tteated my way," and her earlier response in

this interview, "please, no high school." This is confirmed in

part by clues to a poor relationship with her mother and to

teachers in school.

This girls tells you where her problem areas are in Inter-

view II in sentence-completion ---- "/ am worried about school
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questionable,
and my mother." Her identification with adults is/ though she

mentions adults; this is not confirmed in other responses. Her

wanting to be a teacher seems unrealistic in view of her attitude

about school, See sentence - completion, Interview III. Her self-

image was rated as ambivalent, i.e., containing some positive

and some negative aspects with the third Self-Image responses

suggesting more negative than in thefIrst two.

What the Self-Image data suggest is chat she has little con-

fidence in adults, confirmed by the superficial level of her

communication. It would be important to help her to gain con-

fidence sufficient to feel free to communicate on a deeper level.

Her problems seem to be of long standing for prior to the

beginning of the Children's Integration Study in 1965, she had

attended a segregated recreation camp and it was reported that she

preferred to play by herself and did not readily participate in

activities with other children. H6r teachers noted that she was

a "follower" with respect to her classmates. All the adults who

have had contact with her refer to her "hot temper". It is likely

she had considerable anxiety that is manifested her struggles

to have "her way", or go it alone.

It is significant that three of her siblings were interviewed

in the student thesis concerning the non- handicapped siblings of

the Integration Study's handicapped children. All three were

rated as having a positive self-image. This raises the question

as to the meaning of the motherts belief that the girl forgets

she has a handicap. In a practice situation, it would still be

important to establish confidence with the :girl as a basis for

sensitive communication, Minimal contact with the mother
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Case Numbers Experimental Control

QUESTIONS Interview I Interview II Interview III

If you had three
wishes, what would
you wish for?

typewriter; to be a
therapist to teach
children; pizzas

box of crayons
sun glasses; had my
on house; no more
babies

typewriter; my own
room and closet. I
don't like anyone
wearing my clothes

Who would you most
want to be like?

My aunt Anna
my mother

my mother; my father
teacher

What would you
most like to by
when you grow up?

a teacher
a mother

(not asked)

(not asked)

I don't know

Santa Claus
Dick VanDyke
(much laughter)

can't think of
anything

What 2 things do
you like most about
yostself?

What 2 things do
you like least
about yourself?

(not asked) I don't know
my clothes

How far would you
ttke co go In
school? Why:

I don't know
I don't know - please,
n high school (not asked)

SENTENCE CCNPLET1ON Interview I

------=--....-.=-

Interview II Interview III

a. Most of all,
I went to - --

be a typist be a camper play

b. I would like to
forget the time I-- No reply bad went to school

c. It people would
only --- No reply

No reply watch out

d. I know I could do
anything if --

No reply I like wasn't like this

e. [could be happy
if--

I had no braces on
I want

I'm not like this

f. Other school
children.-- go to school

like to work, paint play with me

g. People who have
trouble walking-- put braces on

have to go in
wheelchair

can't jump

h. If I weren't held
back by---

no reply the teacher my father

i. I as worried
above-- I'm chi lei

the school and my
mother

my clothes when they
shrink

j. No setter how hard
I try. I--- No reply

can do better than
that

can walk

k. I like to be
treated---

nice my way like a girl



can be developed after meaningful communication has been

initiated with the girl.

Control 324

This is a 7-year old white boy with a diagnosis of cerebral

palsy. He uses crutches and braces. He has some use of his hands

but has'difficulty in writing. His disability is rated as"severeP

He is in a Health Class,

This boy is the fourth of five sons. Father is a high school

graduate and runs a T.V. store, Mother had some college courses

and is an active volunteer in the community in children's work

in hospital and school and in a rehabilitation organization. This

is a middle-income family.

From the response to the pelf -Image Instrument, one gets the

impression of an immature child. This is confirmed by responses

in the third interview. This impression is supported by his

ambivalence between wanting to be older to be able to do things

older boys do; sad wanting to be like his baby brother, his in-

ability to answer the question: "What two things do you like most

about yourself? least ?' He is able to answer only the second

part of the question only in the third interview, "Pleaty". His

responses to the sentence-completion par;, in all three interviews:

I would like to forget the time I "was born", suggest:, that his

parents have some difficulty accepting a handicapped child, de-

spite their involvement in rehabilitation volunteer work. Clues

are found in the family interviews which include evidence of over-

protectiveness on the part of the mother. In addition, she re-

acted to a series of agree-disagree statements with space for
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comments that were encouraged in family Interviews II and III as

if these were directed at her personally, The Interviewer notes:

"Mother was upset by some of the statements, notably the one re-

garding school. She seems to find it hard to face the fact that

he is not as bright as his brothers. During the first year of

the demonstration a visual impairment was found that seriously

affected his rchool work, in particular, his reading. By the time

of the second Self-Image Interview, he had made "remarkable and

sudden progress," according to his teacher having learned to rend

and write. It is not surprising that the child should be ex-

pressing troubled feelings mingled with some confusion in sentence-

completion: If people would only "help me;" in I; "leave me alone,"

in II; and "listen to me" in 111. Additional confusion is re-

flected in his response in sentence-ccipletion - I am worried

about "my sons", "my baby," "school." The responses in Interviews

I and /' -.a probably comments he has heard his mother make.

While the bops responses, in part, at least, suggest some

concern and/or problem in school, this is not confirmed by re-

ports from his teachers. His relationship with peers and with

teachers was considered good. Moreover, in the second year it

was reported that he got along extremely well with the other

children who thought he was "pretty wonderful". They had watched

him grow from just sitting there, to participation in everything.

His enthusiasm for achieving was so great that he could 'electrify

the class.' He be6un to read all of a sudden, Additional im-

provement was noted in his relationship to his teacher. Whereas

in fort r years She had known the teacher before the Integration

Study began) he had done everything to please , this year he made
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324Case Number: Exoerimertal Control

JUESI1ONS interview I Interview II Interview ill

If

shes

you had thrwouldee
wi, w
you wash fur:

A new Irish mail
(maid?); TV; radio

I could walk; get a
bicycle; was 20 and
could drink

myna bird; brother
& big boys to stop
hitting me; get rid
or crutches

Who would you most
want to be like?

Peter (baby brother)
my mother

Steven drives a
motor cycle
Michael

Steven

What would you
most like to be
when you grow up?

bus driver
fireman (not asked)

actor (my mother
says I'm one)

What 2 things d:
you like most about
yourself?

(not asked) No reply
No reply

What 2 things do
yo: like least
about yo,:rself?

(not asked) No reply plenty. tipping

over

How far would you
like to go th
school? Why?

don't know College
(not asked)

SENTENCE COMPLETION interview I interview IL Interview III

a. Most of all,
I want to - --

jump play actor

b. I would like to
forget the time I--

was born was born was born

.. If people '..vaild

oaly ---
help me leave me alone listen to me

d. I know I -ould do
anything if--

don't know tiled -.ry

e. I could be happy
if - -- I went to school I wanted to I didn't go to school

i. Oiler school
children--

tide on he bus play 'like me

g. People who bave
trouble walking--

ride on the bus use a wheelchair sad, like me

h. IF i weren't held
back by---

don't know you feet, I would fall

i. t ee worried
.boat-- -

my sons my baby school

1. No matter how hard
I try, I--- worl, alyway still get no help don't know how to do

it
---

k. I like to be
treat!d---

normal human being Nice



Case Number: Experimental Control 324

UESTIONS interview I interview ti Interview III

If you had three
wishes, what ,could
you wish for?

A new Irish mail
(maid?); TV; radio

I could walk; get a
bi;.ycic; was 20 and
could orink

myna bird; brother
& big boys to stop
hitting me; get rid
or crutches

Who would you most
want to be like?

Peter (baby brother)
my mother

Steven drives a
motor cycle
Bichsel

Steven

What would you
most like to be
when you grow up?

bus driver
fireman (not asked)

actor (my mother
says I'm one)

What 2 things do
you like most shout
yourself?

(noz aske..d) No reply No reply

What 2 things do
you like least
about yourself?

(not asked) Ne reply plenty. tipping
over

How far would you
like to go in
school? Why?

...

don't know College
(rot asked)

SENTENCF COMPLETION

....----

intrrview I Interview II

_
Interview 'El

e. Most of all,
1 want to - --

jump play actor

b. 1 would like to
forget the time 1--

was born was, born was born

c. If people would
only --

help me leave me alone listen to me

d. T know I could do
AlithIng if--

don't know tried try

e. r could be happy
if - --

I went to school I wanted to I didn't go to school

f. Other school
children--

ride on tie bus play 'like me

g. People who haws
trouble walking- -

ride on the bus use a wheelchair sad, like me

h. If I weren't held
back by---

don't know you feet, I would fall

1. I be worried
shout-- -

my sons my baby school

j. So matter how herd
1 try, I--- work anyway still ?et no help don't know how to do

i t

--I

k. t like to be
treated--

normal human being Nice
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appropriate demands, and asserted himself."

The progress the boy made in school may account for the

slight improvement in his self-image, which was assigned a middle

rating in Interviews I and II, i.e it included some positive

and some negative aspects. On the basis of the third Self-Image

Interview, the rating was positive.

This leaves the parents and the child's relationship to them

as the problem area, It is significant that nowhere in the Self-

Image data does the child mention his father, The family was rated

as facilitating. As indicated in earlier illustrations, even

skilled social work itterviewers were often "taken in by middle-

class parents. In all other respects, except for the mother's

over-protectiveness and concern over his functioning in school,

it was a facilitating home.

In a practice situati on, having the child's self-image be-

fore comprehensive assessment of the home and parentsl attitudes,

and handling ^f a child are made, whether handicapped or non-

handicapped, is of diagnostic important,. leading to G more

critical, examination of child- rearing practices and the meaning

to the child in questio,, of parental over-protectiveness,

Exarimelital 131

This is a black 9-year old boy. The diagnosis is post-polio

(from age 21/2). He wears a long-leg brace and walks with s limp.

His disability is rated "severe," He attends a Health Class.

This boy is the second youngest of five children living with

thcIr paternal grandparents, Mother's whereabouts are unknown.

Father dos not support the boy, but keeps in touch occasionally.
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Grandparents act in all respects as the real parents, Grandmo:-her

is sensitive to the needs of this child. She commented in the

first interview that he sometimes says nobody loves him and that

the children won't play with him because he has polio.*

The data from the Self-Image Instrument in the first inter-

view show lack of identification with any adult in or outside the

family. The interviewer noted that he "blocks" in responding.

The next time tha question is asked, he names Robert Kennedy.

Since grandmother is the real head of the household rather than

the grandfather, and the father is seldom in the home, it is not

surprising that he does not name a member of his family whom he

wants to be like,

Deapite evidence of preoccupation with his handicap in the

second and third interviews, he makes a good adjustment in school,

having two different teachers in the first year, one of whom vas

"prejudiced" and labeled him "a dope ". The second teacher found

him "very quiet' holding his own academically though not work-

ing as hard as he could."

In the second year the class elected him vice-president and

the new teacher thought he could function in a regular class.

The self-image rating was positive in the first interview and

showed further improvement in the other interview. This improve-

*It is the writer!s observation that because of past epidemics of
poliomyelitis, non-handicapped children believe that the disabling
effscts of polio and other physical handicaps are "catching" and,
hence, avoid those children as playmates. This is based, in part,
on a research essay that was written by a graduLte student about
ciblings of physically handicapped children,
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Case Number: Experimental 131 Control

elESTIONS Interview I Interview II Interview III

If you had three
wishes, what would
you wish for?

Toys. Work book in
arithmetic. Wish I
could do homework

I could walk good;
could play with other
kids. Other kids
not bad

To get rid of handicap
To play with other kids
To be able to do all
other kids can do

Who would you most
want to be like? No reply (not asked) Poliert Kennedy

Whet would you
most like to Ja
when you grow up?

Engineer
Ball player

A nice person
President

To work it a desk

What 2 things do
you like most about
yourself?

(not asked)
Way I play ball.
I'm good and I like
to do w,,rk

I tlake a lot of
friends. Have a
good personality

What 2 things do
you like least
about yourself?

(not asked) nothing
That I got polio;

can't run o..: play with

other kids

How far would you
like to go in
school? Why?

College - good educe-
tion so can get good

.b

College so can het
job easy

(Not asked)

SENTENCE COMPLETION Interview I Interview II Interview III

a. Most of all,
I want to ---

play work Forget that I an a
cripple

h. I would like to
forget 'ha time I --

work was had first caught polio

e. If people would
only ---

play with me be kind
that I was well
like the others

d. I know I could do
anything if--

I try I try I didn't htmo polio

e. I could be happy
tf---

I do something I was not handicapped
I was like other
children

f. Other school
children - -- work don't like to work

can run and jump
bette- than I could

g. People who have
trouble walking-- are handicapped Walk with crutches have polio tf.o

h. If I werea't held
back by--- people polio

polio, I could do all
things other children

do

I may get hit by an
auto some day

I. I am worried
about-

that I will clt make
test

nothing

1. No matter how Kvrd
I trf, I--- do it can't run will alwLys work hard

k. I like to be
treated-- -

nice kind right an-', have good

manners
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ment had its parallel in the school situation and in the child:s

satisfaction with tha center program where he waa popular with

the other children in his group. This is reflected in his re-

sponse in the third interview to a direct self-image question,

one that he had boon unable to answer in the previous interview.

What two things do you like most about yourself?.... least? "I

make a lot of friends, I have a good personality.' .... And to

least, ... "that / got polio. That I can't run or play with

other kids."

The grandmother in her role as parents -- not just one --

is as yct unable to provide male identification for a sensitive

boy who has apparently not known either his mother or father. It

is all the more remarkable that his self-image should be positive

and show improvement.

If only the interview with the grandmother had bean held,

it is more than likely that a social worker would have assumed

that the child had far more, and more serious, problems than is

the case. In this situation the Self-Image Instrument made possi-

ble sensitive and meaningful communication that helped to provide

evidence of strengths. This is a good illustration of the im-

portance of hearing from the child before obtaining too much data

concerning him from tho adults in his milieu.

pxperice.ental 119

This io a ten year old white girl with a diagnosis of

congenital deformity resulting in her being pigeon toed. She

has a problem with vision. For disability was rated as "moderate".

She attends P. Health Class.
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She has a twin brother and an older brother. Both parents

nave had high school education. Father is a construction worker.

The family live 3.n an attractively furnished modern 5-room apart-

ment in a middle-income suburban area.

It is apparent from the self-image data that this girl is

ambivalent toward growing up, some of which seems to be related

to her nonphandicapped twin, Close examination of her responses

indicate that she both warts to be an adolescent and also a baby.

Her identification in the first interview is not with an adult;

but one of her occupational goals is to be a nurse, to help other

children. This suggests that she sees some positive in growing

Up.

By the second interview she makes explicit her ambivalence;

"Sometimes I wish I were grown up, or sometimoa I wish I were a

baby so my mother would pay more attention to me than my brother"

(her twin). Also the superficiality of her educational goal re-

flects her mother's goals fol here "to meet a nice young man and

get married."

This girl's responses to the projcative part of the Self-Image

Instrument indicate that she is moving in the direction of wanting

to grow up. For example, -- I like to be treated "like a grown

girl". If people would only "treat me more grown up, My mother

treats to like a two year old." I like to be treated "between

12 and 13" -.- her cctual chronological age.

There is evidence from the self-tmage data that the mother

is over-protective. The girl makes no reference to her father.

This is another illustration not merely 6f the imporance of but

also the value of obt&ining as much insight as possible into the
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Case Number: Experimental 119 Control

ESTIONS Interview I Interview II Interview III

If you had three
wishes, Oat would
you vista for?

Toy. An aide to clean
the house. Baby girls
Ln house - I love them

That I was a queen.
That I didn't have to
go to school. That I
didn't have anything

4 is-

A colOred TV. To be
Judy Robinson in Lost
in Space. Biggest
house in world

Who would you most
want 4, be like?

My friend upstairs.
My cousin - she's a
bab & I want to go
.. to the baby Rg2

Mother
My friend

(not asked)

Janet C. friend
Marlin.Checkerly

What would you
most like to he
when you grow up?

Nurse, to help other
children
Sure yarn

Nurse

What 2 things do
you like most about

yourself?

(not asked)
that I like to be
friends. That I
dive in the water

I'm intelligent

What 2 things do
you like Least
about yourself7

(not asked)
When I make mistakes &
get mad. Wish I were
grown up, or a baby

I walk around at night
& wake my brother
Don't like handicap

Now far would you
like to eo in

Why?school'?
..........

College - fun and you
go to dances

All the way up. To

work in a store; get
what you want free

(not asked)

SENTENCE CO:4.11110N Interview l

===...--

Interview II Interview III

a. Most of all,
I want to --- read be a store worker grow

b. I would like to
forget the time t--

was the naughtiest broke something in
the house

hurt my finger

c. If people would
only ---

work harder so that
b^ dgoo

our world would be
treat me more grown up
Mother treats me like
a 2 year old

d. I know I could do
anything 'f--

-------better-
somebody helps me out I try I tried

e. t could be happy
if---

I had no problems
I worked harder

with school
I help other people

E. Other school
children--

don't have anything
have more problems

than I do
wrong with them &

----zomeco

atie not handicapped

g. People who have
trouble walking--

try their hardest
try to do what other
people do

are handicapped

h. If I weren't held
back by--

spelling, I would
learn more things

sometimes, my brother school work

L. I as worried
about--

spelling mostly
and brother and sometimes, school

mother

reading

J. So matter how hard
I try, I--

lose can't do it sometimes can't do it

k. I like to be
tr Ad---

like a Frown girl good between 12 and 13

UEi



aildls view of his situation, involving parent -child relationships

which provide clues to a diagnostic, evaluation of parental child-

rearing,

Experimental 158

This is a 7-year old white boy with a diagnosis of multiple

congenital anomalies and club foot. }e has fair ability in walk-

ing; the disability was rated "mild". He attends a rogular class.

This boy is the youngest of three children. Parents are

college graduates. Father is a civil engineer. tie familj has

middle-class status,

This first interview was rated positive, though not at the

highest level. The only clue to a possible area of concern is the

absence of identification wikh a member of his family in view of

the fact that his other responses were not atypical of a child

of his age and social status -- either positive or negative,

In the second interview, his only wish is: "to be a big boy."

His identification is with one of his brothers, His responses to

the. question: What two things do you like most ... least... about

yourself, are of imterostthe first is inappropriate -- and he

does not answer to the second part.

In the third interview his one wish is to have more friends.

He wants to be a teacher when he grows up. B U T -- the next three

questions are not answered at all, This lack of response was in-

vcriably an indication of concern and stress in some area. This

3e frke tid
is also refleoted in the6completion question: I would like to

forget the time I "was born". Also, atypical and indicative of

ambivalonce about growing up is: I could be happy if "I was young",

u7



Another item was: I am worried about "other peolple who die."

This is one of the fow children in the Childrents Integration

Study whose self-image dropped from a positive rating to the

lowest rating.

It was thought important to include here a few excerpts --

without giving a complete set of responses -- in order to point

up the kind of insight that even very yourg children can provide

under the stimulus of meaningful communication, In this study

it was insight into the world of the physically handicapped,

frequently compounded by minority group rroblems and low

economic status along with othor social handicaps. The first two

bre illustrative of the need for awareness of what life is like in

an urban ghetto for a black child who is physically handicapped.

AO This is a 10-year old black boy whose diagnosis is post-

polio (from age 7). His left leg is affected, and tha disability

was rated "mild". He is in regular class at school.

At the beginning of the Integration study he was living with

his parents and a younger brother in a two-room apartment with all

members of the family sleeping in the living room, Since the

father was unemployed, the family were receiving public assistance.

By the end of the first year, the father had left the home. The

family was facilitating. The boy's self-image bean o; a positive

level, went down slightly after his father left hose and went up

to the original positive level in the third interviewo Although

the boy did not indicate identification with either parent, his

vocational identification is: engineer, teacher, and social worker

and in the third interview, he wants to be like a man who is a
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Case Number: Experimentalaa Control_

..=
Ll' 'TIONS Interview I Interview II Interview III

If you had tnree
wishes, what would
fk)U wish Err?

train set
Monopoly
Do homework, go to

park

Be a big boy have eore friends

1.-ro would you most

want to be like?
Fernando (best friend )
Brothers

My brothers
No reply

What would you
most like to be
when you grow up?

Fireman
Doctor

(not asked) teacher

Wnat 2 things do
you Like most uboul
yourself?

(rot asked) Playing after 3chool
No reply

What 2 thing? do
you like least
about yourself?

(not asked) No reply No reply

How far would you
like to go in
school? Why'

College, learn a lot Finish college

t ins= eiCialefar -
SENTENCE COMPLETION Interview I Intervte4 II Interview III

a. Most of all,
I want to - --

play games fireman be a teacLer

b. I would like to
forget the time I--

nighttime
was small

'porn

c. If people would
only---

like to go to the
store

be kind be kin4

0. I know I could do
snything if--

I wen' to play in
the park

I was good it was easy

S. I could be happy I play I was good in
sc.hool

I was young

f. Other :hoot
child.in..-

like to read are happy like me

s. People who have
trouble walking--

go to the hospital are sad need a walking
stick

---
h. If I weren't held

back by...
my jacket my brother the teacher

_......

i. / am worried
about - -- sleeping me other people who

die

j. Hu matter how hard
I try, t--.

I "rite" work would be good

lc. 1 like to b3
treated - --

cand y a big boy pine
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neighbor,

Relevant responses from the Sentence Completion series are:

Interview It I covAld be happy "if somebody
makes jobs".

After all, he lost his father. primarily because the latter could

not find work. Ir Interview II, he said he wants to be la work-

man" indicating some identification with his father. In all three

interviews, his responses reflect the atmosphirie and pressures

of ghetto life in New York.

In terview I: If I weren't held back by
"them big kids".

Interview II: He likes most about himself that
"I'm nice; and I never like to start fights".

He does not say what he likes least about himself though his self-

image improved and was rated positive.

Interview III: If people would only
"stop killing and robbing."

IC I weren't held back by "fighting".

I am worried "when I have to start
fighting."

This boy is described by the community center personnel as

creative, enthusiastic, cooperative, but confused at times, and

relating well to both handicapped and non-4handicapped children. II

He was average in school, somewhat shy, got along well with

peers and teacher.

Without awareness of that it is like for a physically handi-

capped boy to live in New York City's ghetto, especially if he is

not interested in vielenne or anti-social behavior, a middle-

class psychiatrtcally orienteA social worker might interpret this
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boy's responses as evidence of psychological problems or instabi

lity19 rather than a reaction to his milieu.

B. The fear of bigger and Older boys, of naving to fight as

pert of a way of life recurs among Negro children in the Inte-

gration Study, for example this nine-year old Negro, whose

diagnosis is cerebral palsy, with the disability rated as "mild".

13) is the third of four children. The family is oupported by

welfare. parents have been separated since this child's birth.

Family is really the mother -- facilitating. This is reflected

in the boy's self-image, positive to begin with, going down in

the third interview. He is "slow academically" in school but

makes an excellent adjustment with classmates, and in the center.

He likes most about himself tha get dressed myself, and can

play baseball; -- least -- "getting hurt; when somebody hit me

with a stick", also least -- "I don't like to fall P lot, ---

I dontt like to fight my friends."

In tEe Sentence-Completion series, h..- responds:

Interview x: If people would only "stop fightng." (This
was repeated in Interview III, 2 years later.)

If I weren't held beck by "a boy".

Interview If I weren't held back by "(1 polioeman."

Despite poor academic work in school, his i-Aucational goals

are "college" so he can get a jot. (He moons P j..)b of dignity

that will provide adequate income.)

From a framework of pathology and psychology and a slight

knowledge of the family's living condi:L:10ns and income, it would

be easy for today's middle-class social workers (despi's in-

creasing awareness of the impact of urban ghetto life) to assume
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weakness where there was strength and the will not merely to

survive, but to live peacefully and honorably. If this situation

cams to the attention of a social agency, it would be imperative

to support this boyls goals and not assume he was incapable of

further education without providing him with the opportunity.

C. The following is illustrative of the usefulness of the

Solt-Imsge Instrument if problems are to be discerned by parents

And other adult in a childts environment before they become too

serious. It ie by means of sensitive communication with a minimum

of structure that the child -- or adult -- is free to exr'ess how

he feels about people in his milieu, his satisfactions, din-

sc.isfactions; concerns. f' is not always easy for family members

to observe changes that occur graduully but seem to take place

suddenly.

This is a ten-year old girl with a diagnosis of ataxia,

secondary to probable cerebellar atrophy of uncertain origin.

91,a cannot walk long distances, -'ho disability was rated

"moderate". She attends regular class.

She has a brother halt her age. All of the family were born

in the Middle East from which they fled as refugees, migrating

to the U,S, in 1962, The father is employed as a bank clerk;

mother workn part time as a typist. Their combined inco:qe is

lower middle-olass.

In the first eelf-image interview, the girl most wanLs to

be like her young brother, and father, She seoms to regard the

former as her rival: "I wish my brother would lot me do whatever

I went." This rivalry is confirmed by responses in the Sentence-
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Completion series, notably, If I werentt held back by "my brother."

This type of response was found to mean, "I have e prbblem with

In Interview II, there are inappropriate responses: indi-

cation that she has become concerned aver a number of problems)

for example, she responds to the question "What two things do you

like most about yourself? "The way I get mother to do things."

In Interview III, in response to the same question, the interviewer

adds to the "No response," child seemed embarrassed. In addition,

she "hates school" where before she was making a good adjustment.

Without any additional Imowledge of the family situation as

to what; might be causing the change In the child's reactions, it

can be assumed that being able to control her mother is anxiety

producing. This is confirmed, in part, by her embarrassment at

responding to what she 21kee. most and her inability to indicate

what she liked least about herself. These ai'e among the signs

of groat anxiety. with her embarrassment a clue or possibly even

a call for help,

Needless to say, her self-image went down. The mother seemed

to be unaware of the rivalry between the two children. There is

some evidence of a covert over-protectiveness on the port of the

mother.

D. The following illustrates the importance of a frame of

reference in viewing problAm situations with which social

agoncies are asked to help, or in which they are asked to inter-

ve ne that emphasizes strength and Ao4idirev, as well as high-

lighting the awareness children have of over-protectiveness on the
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part of parents,

This is an 11-yeer old white boy whose diagnosis is cerebral

palsy. The left side is affected. He walks with a noticeable

limp. The disability was rated "mild". He is the younger of two

boys in a family that is lo-er middle-class by the father's incoms

but because they live in the house of the paternal grandparents,

the standard of living is somewhat higher.

This boy was one of the few children in the Intograton

Study who gcve this response: If I weren't held back by "my

mother being over-protective." Tho incerviewer notes that both

mother and a 2atarnal aunt were over-protective, adding: "mother

has made a tragedy out of the boy's handicap." The father is

described as placing a high value on Oirsical appearance and was

"disappointed and bitter" at the child's handicap,

Had the above information been obtainod from the fam:ly

before an interview with the handicapped child involving the kind

cf communication facilitated by the Self' -Image Instrument, it is

likely that a social worker would be concerned about the effect.

on the boy, It might have be cz:....med that this would be re-

flected in his self-image, which would then be rated negative.

Examination of the three interviews provide striking evidence of

a self-image that is one of the most positive and one that 1.n-

eludes unusually perceptive responses.

How to account for the boy's positive self-image, recognizing

the role that parents play in the self-image of childre., in the

6-12 age group?

The boyla school and center experieroaalwere positive, and

among the extended family, he sought and found support to compen-
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sate for the above ewer- protectiveness, Also, the father's "dis-

appointment and bitterness" may have lessened in response to the

boy's achievements.

For example, them is evidence in the family interview that
his

the boy is able to explain to his father/resentent when his

mother does not let him do things he knows he can do. Also,

the grandparents and other extended family provide the boy with

warmth and attention. And, most important, the Center which the

boy attended had parent groups and the interviewer reports that the

"mother changed a lot through her attendance at the Parent Group

sessions."

This kind of verification is more readily done and on a morn

constructive basis in a social work situation after the child, as

in this illustration, has provided essential clues.

The references and recommendations to be drawn, from this

illustration are:

1) the importance of recognizing the potential of adults
os well as of children;

2) the need to bring up to date the diagnostic evaluations;

and 3) the necessity of recognizing the fLet that children seek
support for g "owth wherever they can. This need not
necessarily come from biological parents, though in this
instance, parents were involved in stimulating the child's
growth.
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CONCLUSION

The use of ti's Self-Image Instrument in the Children's Inte-

gration Study was for reoenrch purposes. When initiated at the

beginning of the study, the objective was simply to ottein as

significant and reliable data as possible from the children in

the testing of the two major hypotheses. The illustrations of

the responses by tbe study children when the Instrument was used

to facilitate meaningful and sensitive communication have primary

apclicability to social work practice rs follows:

1) to show that young children can communicate frankly
directly through their responses;

2) to show that children can communicate indirectly and
meaningfully through no response or inappropriate re-
sponses to questions that are disturbing or difficult;*

3) to provide evidence that in this self- evaluative communi-
cation, the child also points up Areas of concern and
problems;

L) to suggest that for practice it is important that what
the child tells by eans of the Instrument be obtained
before tco much credence is attached to parents' pre-
sentation of the child's problem, whether that be in
school, at home, or in other areas of his functioning.

It should be noted, as well, that the Instrument can be used

in a wide variety of situations that come to the attention of

social agencies and that it can be used with additions and mcdifi

cations as was seen in the last two Master's theses discussed,

the study of the self-image of non-handicapped siblings .of the

Integration study population; and the study of the Self-image of

children in foster care.

The question arises: Are there special requirements for the

se of the Self-Image Instrument? Yes and no. What is required

*This occurred most frequently in instances where children had a
negative self-image.
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is essentially little different from skilled interviewing in

sensit,i7e areas with a variety of children, and the following:

1. The ahsence of aoy prejudicial attitude,

2. Confidence that the child (or adult) can provide
significant self-evaluative data irrespective of
his education and/or social class. Frequently,
inability to communicate in assumed before any
effort is made to establish a basis for communi-
cation.

3. It is of prime importance that the interviewer have
a high degree of tolerance for silence or hesitancy
on the part of the interviewee so that he does not
feel pressured to answer before he is ready.

4. Another requirement is awareness that except for the
minimal structure provided by the instrument, the
interview should be non-directive.

The social worker should not focus on problems.-- real

problems, to be sure -- but ones for which a child bears little

or no responsibility. Emphasis on the physical handicap in the

case. of the Children's Integration study with its societal con-

sequences; or in tha case of children in foster care, emphasis

on the social handicap -- 'these make the child feel accountable,

even bad. Under these circumstances, he Is not likely to indi-

cate how he really feels. In short, an emphasis on problems

and pathology tends to cut off communication.

5, The interviewer must have understanding oFrand sensi-
.

tivity to all kinds of people with whom one may have
had little or no prior contact, together with sensiti-
vity to the non-verbal communication that occurs in all
interviewing, sometimes negating the verbal communi
cation,

Lack of awareness of the meaning of non-verbal communication

1.0 one of the ways in which prejudicial attitudes are perpetuated.

The writer believes that the kind of communication presented

and illustrated is all the more important in light of the lack of

research as to the effects of televimion on children. Sensitive
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communication with children has never seemed more important than

at this time when there is no opportunity to correct the distorted

impression they may be receiving.' There are many settings where

the Self-Image Instrument would be a useful diagnostic tool --

with or without additions and modifications applicable to the

particular service-- any setting in feet, where understanding

of the individual in a pre-requisite to planning treatment or

programs. Such a list might include: family and child care

agencies; lhild guidance and psychiatric clinics; hospital and

rehabilitation centers, school social work depart:p,ents.

It is important to from the communication what the

person can do. In this regard one final word must be stresses:

it is essential whether using the Instrument with children or

adults to place emphasis not on weakness but on strength; not

on pathology but on health.

******il4V-*********WP,',.**
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